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Preface 
 
 
A seamless coupling between learning and reasoning is commonly taken as basis for 
intelligence in humans and, in close analogy, also for the biologically-inspired (re-)creation 
of human-level intelligence with computational means. Still, one of the unsolved 
methodological core issues in AI, cognitive systems modelling, and cognitive neuroscience 
is the question of the integration between connectionist sub-symbolic (i.e., neural-level) 
and logic-based symbolic (i.e., cognitive-level) approaches to representation, computation, 
(mostly sub-symbolic) learning, and (mostly symbolic) reasoning. 
 
Researchers therefore have for years been interested in the relation between sub-
symbolic/neural and symbolic/cognitive modes of representation and computation: The 
brain has a neural structure which operates on the basis of low-level processing of 
perceptual signals, but cognition also exhibits the capability to perform high-level 
reasoning and symbol processing. Against this background, symbolic/cognitive 
interpretations of ANN architectures seem desirable as possible sources of an additional 
(bridging) level of explanation of cognitive phenomena of the human brain (assuming that 
suitably chosen ANN models correspond in a meaningful way to their biological 
counterparts). 
 
Furthermore, so called neural-symbolic representations and computations promise the 
integration of several complementary properties: the interpretability, the possibilities of 
direct control, coding, and knowledge extraction offered by symbolic/cognitive paradigms, 
together with the higher degree of biological motivation, the learning capacities, robust 
fault-tolerant processing, and generalization capabilities to similar input known from sub-
symbolic/neural models. 
 
Recent years have seen new developments in the modelling and analysis of artificial 
neural networks (ANNs) and in formal methods for investigating the properties of general 
forms of representation and computation. As result, new and more adequate tools for 
relating the sub-symbolic/neural and the symbolic/cognitive levels of representation, 
computation, and (consequently) explanation seem to have become available, allowing to 
gain new perspectives on and insights into the interplay and possibilities of cross-level 
bridging and integration between paradigms. 
 
Also, more theoretical and conceptual work in cognitive science and philosophy of mind 
and cognition has found its way into AI as exemplified, for instance, by the growing 
number of projects following an “embodied approach” to AI, in doing so hoping to solve or 
avoid, among others, the current mismatch between neural and symbolic perspectives on 
cognition and intelligence. 
 
The aim of this interdisciplinary workshop therefore is to bring together recent work 
addressing questions related to open issues in neural-cognitive integration, i.e., research 
trying to bridge the gap(s) between different levels of description, explanation, 
representation, and computation in symbolic and sub-symbolic paradigms, and which 
sheds light onto canonical solutions or principled approaches occurring in the context of 
neural-cognitive integration. 
 
 
September, 2015           Tarek R. Besold 

Kai-Uwe Kühnberger 
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“If we are to understand embodied cognition as a natural consequence of rich and continuous
recurrent interactions among neural subsystems, then building interactivity into models of

cognition should have embodiment fall out of the simulation naturally.” [14, p. 16].

Abstract. A theory (FT) of cognitive semantics is presented with connections

to philosophy of meaning, AI and cognitive science. FT cultivates the idea that

meaning, concepts and truth are constructed through interaction and coherence

between different frameworks of perception and representation. This generalizes

the idea of multimodal integration and Hebbian learning into a foundational

paradigm encompassing also abstract concepts. The theory is at its very prelim-

inary stage and this work should be seen as a research proposal rather than a

work in progress or a completed project.

Acknowledgments. I would like to thank Ján Šefránek, Igor Farkaš and
Martin Takáč from the Comenius University of Bratislava for supervision,
feedback and encouragement respectively.

1 Introduction

A firing of a single neuron is a priori a meaningless event. However, biolog-
ical neural networks seem to be able to attach meaning to certain patterns
of these firings. What is the mechanism which leads from meaningless to
meaningful? Furthermore, what makes constellations of meaningful sym-
bols appear true, false or anything in between?

One of the main problems of cognitive semantics is the symbol ground-
ing problem. A solution should not only explain how symbols get their
meaning but also how concepts both concrete and abstract are acquired

�
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and how do they become meaningful? What does it mean to understand
something? How can we construct an AI which constructs its own mean-
ings? Once this is explained, the next problem is the problem of truth.
Why are certain combinations of concepts or symbols considered more
true than others?

If, in Kantian spirit, we could ask How can we talk about the territory,

if we only have access to maps?

A quote from [5, Ch. 10] gives a good introduction to what this is
about:

We can then expect that human knowing will be a tapestry woven
from the many strands of our cognitive subsystems, and hence the
same will be true of ‘our world’. I will call these different construc-
tions of our experience ‘stories’, even though they may not be at all
articulated into words. We have different stories corresponding to
different ways of knowing, arising from different mental systems. So
I am suggesting that we carry around in our mind many different
stories, in this sense (including, for me, the scientific story), which
will affect where we direct our attention in using our senses, and
how we classify and describe the things we see, hear and taste.

2 What is Framework Theory?

This is the largest section of this paper. Here I wish to present the main
motivations and ideas behind Framework Theory (FT). I start by giving
examples of what I would like to call “frameworks”.

An Intermediate Level The most clear source of examples of frameworks
is the study of semantic memory1 in the context of concrete objects. For
example Martin [13] distinguishes two types of frameworks which might
be involved in semantic representation of objects: category specific and
domain specific.n The former type is the classification of objects through
sensory features and motor properties. In this case the visual, auditory
and olfactory modalities are separate frameworks viewing the same object
and storing framework-relevant (modality-relevant) properties of the ob-
ject. The latter is categorizing objects according to their affordances and

1 “[A] large division of long-term memory containing knowledge about the world including
facts, ideas, beliefs, and concepts” [13]
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other situated relevance (whether an object is a living thing or not, a plant

or a tool etc.). In this view the frameworks would be for example teleo-

logical (what can I do or achieve with this object?), action based (what

should I do if confronted with this object?). A. Martin argues that the

latter receives more support from neuroimaging studies, but this is not

particularly relevant for the present paper.

A High Level A more abstract source of examples is provided by the dif-

ferent priors that people have. A famous experiment showed [4] that ex-

pertise in a domain helps organizing and processing information from that

domain (in this context – chess). Speculating and exaggerating, we could

assume that expert chess players view everything through a mild lens of

chess playing. The chess champion G. Kasparov has even written a book

“How Life Imitates Chess” [9] which indicates that world can be viewed

through this kind of lens (framework) and Kasparov attempted to explain

how can it be useful. Following this speculation, a mathematician views

the world through a mathematical lens and a poet through a lens of po-

etry. Moreover, both poet and mathematician possess both of these lenses

(mathematical and poetical), but one of them is just more pronounced in

each.

Lower Levels The ventral and dorsal pathways of the visual information

stream processing are two different frameworks of visual information pro-

cessing. It is well established through lesion and fMRI studies that they

code qualitatively different information of the visual perception and only

through their integration is visual perception complete. [6, Ch. 2].

The First Two Main Hypotheses of FT The first hypothesis, which I call

homogeneity principle of FT is that frameworks on different levels are

similar to each other in the way they help to comprehend the world and in

the way they interact with each other. The second hypothesis of FT is that

unraveling the general mechanisms of frameworks, those mechanisms that

are presumably common to them, will help to bridge the gap between low

and high level cognitive mechanisms and isolate new unifying principles

that should underlie a design of an AI.

2.1 Philosophical Viewpoint

Normally, when a human multimodally perceives, say a cat, she is able

to reflect on the experience conceptually. She can think to herself “this
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is what cat feels like, this is what cat looks like and this is what cat
sounds like”. But this requires the implicit assumption that in the center

of all these perceptions in different modalities there is a unifying element

- the objectively and independently existing (OIE) cat. Because of this

reflection process, it might feel that this OIE cat is the force that binds

these perceptions of different modalities together. This reflection process

can be disrupted by illusions in which different frameworks do not properly

agree. In the Kanizsa triangle illusion (Figure 1), the primary visual areas

claim that they see lines passing from one Pacman to another while higher

cognitive frameworks claim that there is no such line. Then reflecting on

this triangle becomes less grounded: maybe there is no triangle?

FT, however, hypothesizes that it is not the cat that is binding those

perceptions together, but the brain. Even if we take a realist point of

view and assume the OIE cat, it only serves as providing the necessary

sensations that are used by the brain to evoke the concept as emergent
from the interaction and coherence of different frameworks.

Fig. 1. Kanizsa triangle illusion. Different frameworks of the visual modality tell different
things about the existence of lines between the Pacmans.

Realist Interpretation. If we take the realist position and assume the OIE

cat, then a framework can be defined as one specific way to access or

interact with the cat or to describe the cat. The representation of the cat

inside the agent, however, does not rely on the OIE cat. Instead it relies

on the coherence between different frameworks that are (from the point

of view of the outside observer2.) the different channels through which

2 “The God’s eye perspective”
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the observer accesses the cat. Of course, when the agent later forms the
concept of a cat and reflects upon her own perception as described in the
beginning of this section, then her model of the world includes the OIE cat,
and she also interprets her own perception as coming from it. However,
lacking the God’s eye perspective, she can not really know whether her
construction is correct.

Constructivist Interpretation and the Third Hypothesis of FT. FT allows
for a purely constructivist interpretation as well. This enables FT to ex-
plain the existence of very abstract concepts. The third hypothesis of FT
is that all concepts, concrete and abstract, are the product of interaction
and coherence of different frameworks. The only difference being which
frameworks are involved. In the concept of a cat, as described above, the
frameworks of properties, sensory modalities and perhaps intentionality
are involved whereas in the concept of mathematical concepts such as the
infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space different frameworks are in-
volved: mathematical formalisms, partial visual representations (drawings
on the blackboard), social interactions (with other mathematicians), and
the role in other branches of mathematics and applications.

Truth. According to Kant, we do not have a direct access to the world as
it is. We only have access to our perceptions. However, we have multiple
perceptions of the same thing in different modalities and we have multiple
descriptions of it in different frameworks. How do we know that they are
perceptions and descriptions of the same thing? We don’t, but we do rec-
ognize when there is a coherence between different frameworks and that is
a true knowledge about the world. If we define illusion as an incoherence
of frameworks (as described in relationship to Kanizsa triangle above),
then illusion is the opposite of truth in FT. If a guilty framework for this
incoherence is suspected (as the early visual processing areas in case of the
Kanizsa triangle), then its state is declared as “false”.

2.2 Cognitive Science Approach

Situatedness. In the embodied cognition and grounded cognition paradigm [15]
the agent is thought to be dynamically coupled with the environment. We
extend this idea to all frameworks as units of cognition. After all, a single
neuron is already coupled with its environment (usually other neurons, but
also the outside world) and different modules of cognition are also coupled
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with each other as well as with lower and higher levels (in top-down control
higher levels are coupled with lower levels etc.).

Embodiment. FT renders embodiment as a special case. The somatosen-
sory and motor frameworks are at the basis of embodiment. Many con-
cepts, specially in the early childhood arise from learning the coherence
patterns between them, usually in the form of a dynamic feedback loop
between them and the environment. Some theorists like L. Barsalou and
M. Kiefer [10] even claim that all concepts, up to the very abstract, are
constructed in such a way (apart from sensory modalities they also include
the frameworks (although they do not call them frameworks) of “body and
action”, “physical” and “social environment”). However, we would like to
argue that many other frameworks can in a similar way give rise to con-
cepts. These can for example be mathematical formalisms, imagination
and introspection. In particular, FT claims that cognition is not necessar-
ily embodied, i.e. in the future we might witness AI’s whose all frameworks
are virtual. A proponent of embodied theories of cognition would probably
call it “virtual embodiment”, but in fact this “virtual embodiment” might
be far from what we normally think is embodiment. The frameworks can
be various information transfer protocols etc.

Understanding. Once Juha Oikkonen, a professor of mathematics and
mathematics education in Helsinki, asked his students “which in your
opinion is more important in learning analysis – to understand the for-
mal deductions or the drawings on the blackboard?” The correct answer
is not difficult to guess: it is “both” and additionally one has to know how
are these two (frameworks!) related to each other.

Have I understood what a cat is, if I only have seen pictures of it but
never interacted with it or saw it moving? According to L. Barsalou’s per-
ceptual symbol systems representations are multimodal simulations which
reflect past experiences in an analogous way [1, 2, 10]. On the other hand
according to the latent semantic analysis theory meanings of words are sta-
tistical co-variation patterns among words themselves [11, 12]. But in both
cases meanings are a result of integrating large amounts of information
from different sources. In framework theory, understanding is defined as
follows: the more an agent knows of how some concept relates to different
frameworks and how its representation in one framework relates to that
in another, the better that agent understands that concept. If someone
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understands an abstract mathematical theorem formally, but is unable to

apply it, then the understanding is lesser than if she is able to apply it.

The latter would possibly require translating the theorem into some other

framework. The more abstract a concept or an idea is, the more available

it should be to be translated into different frameworks.

Sometimes the way concepts are translated between frameworks is

somehow regular and a rule can be figured out. In this case, a transla-

tion mapping from one framework to the other can be established. Then

these two frameworks can be joined via this translation map into a new,

higher framework. For example auditive and visual into audiovisual or

sensory and motor systems into the sensory-motor system having a dy-

namic feedback loop with the environment. This leads to a hierarchical

organization that can account for the symbol grounding problem [8]. The

exact mechanisms of how new frameworks are formed from old ones are

to be found and might depend for example on the level of abstraction.

At the low, neuronal, level there are known statistical, biologically plau-

sible mechanisms such as Hebbian learning, principle component analysis

and independent component analysis which might help in building such

models.

2.3 Summary

– A framework is a lens through which the outside world is observed.

From the point of view of realist philosophy a framework is a unit of

cognition accessing (or describing) the world in its own way. Letting

realism aside, a framework is an information processing unit. It is still

describing, but the meaning of description only becomes apparent when

comparing to the descriptions given by other frameworks. Reality is

constructed through coherence and interaction of different frameworks.

– Examples: the dorsal and ventral systems of the visual processing are

frameworks of the visual system. Visual system itself as well as the hap-

tic or auditive is a framework of perception. Introspection and percep-

tion are two different frameworks of a human cognitive system. Visual

representations and drawings on the blackboard and formal calculus are

two different frameworks to “access” mathematical concepts. Accord-

ing to non-realist interpretation mathematical concepts emerge from

the coherence of such frameworks.

– Each framework is situated in its environment which consists of other

frameworks (from lower to higher level) and the environment.
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– Frameworks are local in the sense that they do not know where the

information that they receive is coming from. The best they can do is

to “deduce” it. This is a generalization of the Kantian view that we do

not have access to the world as it is.

– Hypothesis: There are universal principles governing the function and

information processing of frameworks. They are hierarchically orga-

nized, but different levels communicate. Understanding this helps to

bridge the gap between low and high levels.

– Frameworks can be abstract and concrete, but the concept formation

mechanism is uniform. Hence abstract concepts differ from concrete

concepts only in that which frameworks are involved.

– Understanding is coherence of many frameworks. The more abstract a

concept is the more available it is for interpretation in different frame-

works.

– The opposite of understanding and truth is illusion. Illusion is when

one or more frameworks fail to cohere with the others or each other.

– A collection of frameworks can give rise to a new, more abstract, more

general framework, which emerges from its parts, but becomes inde-

pendent.

– Mechanisms of coherence and coupling, at least at the low level, might

include Hebbian learning, PCA and ICA.

3 A Mathematical Toy Model

It would be interesting whether it is possible to define a “framework” or

a “lens”, as in Paragraph 2, in a purely mathematical way and so that it

simultaneously accounts for various levels of representation as described

in the beginning of Section 2. However, one of the next steps would be to

develop at least a simple toy model.

In this section we limit ourselves purely to mathematical considerations

and define a framework to consist of a set S of possible signals that it can

send, a set R of possible signals that it can receive and a state space P
consisting of pairs (f, g) where f : S → R is a “response expectation” and

g : R → S “an answer function”. For simplicity assume that S = R. Thus,

a framework is a pair (S, P ) with

P ⊂ {(f, g) | f, g : S → S}.
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Given two frameworks F1 = (P1, S1) and F2 = (P2, S2), there is a
coherence measure MF1,F2 which tells the way in which the states of those
two frameworks can cohere. MF1,F2 is a function from P1 × P2 to {0, 1}.
We say that the state (f1, g1) ∈ P1 is coherent with the state (f2, g2) ∈ P2

if and only if
MF1,F2((f1, g1), (f2, g2)) = 0.

For example MF1,F2 could be defined as follows:

MF1,F2((f1, g1), (f2, g2)) = 0

⇐⇒

|f1(x)− g2(x)| � ε and |g1(x)− f2(x)| � ε

where ε � 0 is fixed; for instance ε = 0 would be exact matching.
Intuitive interpretation is that whenever F1 asks a question which be-

longs to the “repertoire” of F2 (i.e. domain of g2), then what F2 answers
is close to what F1 expects and vice versa.

Suppose F1 = (P1, S1) and F2 = (P2, S2) are two frameworks. Their
product F1 ⊗ F2 is the framework (P, S) where S = S1 × S2 and

P = {(f1 × f2, g1 × g2) | MF1,F2((f1, g1), (f2, g2)) = 0}.

Here, the product h1 × h2 of functions h1 : X1 → Y1 and h2 : X2 → Y2 is
the function h : X1×X2 → Y1×Y2 defined by h(x1, x2) = (h1(x1), h2(x2)).

Illustration 1. Let V = (PV , SV ) and A = (PA, SA). Let us think of them
as the visual and auditive frameworks. Both frameworks receive informa-
tion from the environment, but also receive and send information between
each other (and other parts of the brain). Therefore SV ∩SA is non-empty
– it consists of those signals that can be exchanged between those two
frameworks. Now intuitively, if there is a cat in the visual input, then V
goes into a certain state (fV

cat, g
V
cat). If A now “asks” V what is supposed to

be heard, then gVcat answers “meow”. On the other hand if V asks A “what
am I supposed to see now?”, then fV

cat predicts that the answer should be
“meow”. On the other hand if A receives the sound “meow”, it will go
into the state (fA

cat, g
A
cat) in which V ’s question “what should I see?” will

be answered “cat” by gAcat and A expects the answer to its own question
“what should I hear now?” to be “meow” which is provided by fA

cat. Now
if V is the state (fV

cat, g
V
cat) and A is in the state (fA

cat, g
A
cat), then they
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cohere. However, if A hears neighing and goes to the state (fA
horse, g

A
horse)

while V remains in the cat-state, then they will not cohere, because fV
cat

would predict the answer to “what am I supposed to see?” to be cat, but

gets “horse”.

Now we can define the audiovisual framework as F = V ⊗ A. By the

above, it will contain at least the state corresponding to “cat”

(fV
cat × fA

cat, g
V
cat × gAcat).

4 A Research Proposal

4.1 Logic of Frameworks

Using ideas of FT we would like to develop a logic which explains both

the grounding of meaning and truth in coherence. The hope is to develop

a theory more general than the existing (grounded and not) theories of

meaning [2, 10, 11]. The opposite of “true” would be closer to “illusion”

than to “false”. This is a strong contrast to classical logics and semantics

such as first-order logic with the Tarski definition of truth.

As a means to formalize dependency I propose to use the ideas from

Dependence Logic [16, 7].

4.2 An Application to AI

Can we program an agent which learns to navigate in its environment us-

ing only the (learned) coherence patterns between different sensory modal-

ities? For example we could start with an agent which has several different
partial maps of its environment and it has some cues as to where it is on

each of these maps. Using this information it should be able to reconstruct

a more precise map of the environment by looking at how the partial maps

in his possession cohere. Joint project with Aapo Hyvärinen
3
.

4.3 An Application to Philosophy of Mathematics

Burgess [3] distinguishes between three main types of intuitions (geomet-

ric, rational and perceptual) behind the discussion about Continuum Hy-

pothesis in Gödel’s work. These can be seen as different frameworks and

3
Aapo is a professor of statistics working with statistical and computational models of cog-

nition at the University o Helsinki
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investigating what coherence between them means can shed light on the
fundamental questions in the philosophy of mathematics. This is joint
project with Claudio Ternullo4.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose an integrated system that inter-
faces computer vision algorithms for the recognition of simple objects
with an ontology that handles the recognition of complex objects by
means of reasoning. We develop our theory within a foundational ontol-
ogy and we present a formalization of the process of conferring meaning
to images.

Keywords: Computer vision, ontology, classification, semantic gap.

1 Introduction

In general terms, we could see classification as the process of categorizing what
one sees. This involves the capabilities of recognizing something that has al-
ready been seen, singling out similarities and differences with other things, and
a certain amount of understanding.

As human beings, of course we learn to recognize and classify things by being
exposed to positive and negative examples of attribution of instances to a class,
like when we say to children “this is a cat”, “this is not a cat”. But, as we grow,
we progressively integrate this acquired capability with a high level knowledge of
which are the characteristics that can help us to classify something that we see in
the right category. If the task we are involved in is that of a classification based
only on visual properties, in the previous example this amounts to leveraging
on descriptions like “a cat is a furry, for-legged thing, which can be colored in
a restricted number of ways that include black, white and beige, among others,
but not blue or green”. So, if we have seen many cats in our life, probably we
would not need the description and we would just use our basic capability of
recognizing similar things, but if we haven’t seen any cat, but we know what
it means to be furry, what are legs and how such colors look like, we would
probably use the description to classify something as a cat or not.

Turning now to artificial agents, we believe that, in order for them to perform
in an optimal way the classification task, both these capabilities, basic recogni-
tion by repeated exposition and high level classification by following a definition,
should be provided and moreover integrated, analogously as it happens for hu-
man beings.

In this paper we try to present an approach meant to endow artificial agents
with these integrated capabilities for classification: we show how some things in
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an image can be classified with basic concepts just by running computer vision
algorithms that are able to directly recognize them, whereas other things can be
classified by means of definitions in a visual ontology that aggregate the basic
categories singled out by algorithms. It is noteworthy that the concepts we use
to classify things based on vision are a subclass of “ordinary” concepts, as they
depend on specific factors, which for humans are the visual apparatus of the
subject who is seeing the things to classify, his/her familiarity with things that
are similar to it, his/her background knowledge, the perspective and the con-
ditions of sight, that may vary through time. Analogously, for artificial agents
classification is influenced by the characteristics of the camera that is recording
the scene, from the perspective of the camera, from the training set of the clas-
sifier (that is the counterpart of the previous exposition to similar things) and
from the visual theory that provides background knowledge for classification.
This means that classification through vision is a peculiar kind of classification,
that gives as an output claims as “this thing looks like a cat” rather than “this
thing is a cat” and this also means that different agents, being they humans
or artificial, may view and then classify things with different concepts and clas-
sification may vary through time. That is, classification by means of vision is
an example of “looks-talk”, in Sellars’ words [10]. It is important to keep visual
concepts distinct from “ordinary” concepts, in order to be able to connect what
agents know about a thing and what they know about how it looks like. This is
particularly helpful when the direct visual classification is uncertain, for instance
when only some parts of the thing are visible and one can deduce the presence
of other invisible parts moving from the background knowledge. Moreover, when
the direct classification is in disagreement with the background knowledge, the
latter can drive the process of inspecting further options. In the case of artificial
agents, this translates into using inferences on the visual ontology to drive the
choice of the computer vision classifiers to be applied.

In the framework that we are presenting, we provide artificial agents with
computer vision classifiers and with an ontology for visual classification. Roughly
speaking, the computer vision classifiers will be tailored to the basic concepts of
the ontology, which will be constituted by axioms connecting such basic concepts
to form other, more complicated, defined concepts. The visual ontology should
define how the entities classified by visual concepts look like. It is important
that such visual ontology is built on the basis of a solidly grounded foundational
ontology. This is for several reasons: first of all, this enhances interoperability,
as the foundational ontology makes explicit the hidden assumptions behind the
modeling; moreover, on the same foundational ontology one can build a domain
ontology that expresses properties of the concepts of the domain that do not
depend on the visual dimension: this allows for integrating how objects are sup-
posed to be and how objects are supposed to appear to the relevant agent. The
integration of the two is exactly what is needed to solve cases of uncertainty and
disagreement mentioned earlier.

The idea to use ontologies for image interpretation is not new. Among the
first efforts in this direction there are [12], [11], and [4], while more recent con-
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tributions are [9] and [2]. The significant difference of our approach is that we
build our treatment on a foundational ontology in order to explain the interface
of computer vision techniques with ontological reasoning. In particular, we fo-
cus on the process of conferring content to an image and we show that it is a
heterogeneous process that involves perception and inference.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the methodology
based on foundational ontologies and we introduce the basic concepts of the
ontology that we use. In Section 3, we present our modelling of the process
of conferring contents to images. We do so by introducing the notion of visual
theory that is the formal background that is required to ascribe meanings to
images. In Section 4, we instantiate our approach by means of a toy example of
ontology for talking about geometric figures. Section 5 concludes and points at
possible future work.

2 An ontology for visual classification

Similarly as for humans, for the task of classification, i.e. to decide to which class
something that is observed/perceived belongs to, it could be very helpful also for
artificial agents to be endowed with the capability of reasoning over information
coming from their visual system. This means being able to integrate different
types of information: that coming from the visual system with the background
knowledge. In order to do this, we propose to build a visual ontology to be inte-
grated with a domain specific ontology, so that agents can classify entities (for
instance objects) not only by directly applying a computer vision classifier for
every entity that is represented in an image, but also by inferring the presence of
such entity by reasoning over ontological background knowledge. For instance,
the framework could allow to exclude the outcome of a visual classification if
such outcome contradicts the background information by identifying an object
displaying some properties that cannot be ascribed to it according to the back-
ground ontology (like identifying as a building an object that flies).

The role of a visual ontology should be that of providing a language to
interface information coming from computer vision with conceptual information
concerning a domain, for instance as provided by experts. How the expert’s
knowledge has to be collected is a rather different problem that we shall not
approach here (see [9]).

One of the points of using ontologies is that of enabling the integration of
different sources of knowledge. For this purpose, in the following, we shall ap-
proach a visual ontology to be used for the classification of entities in images; this
will formalize the process of associating meaning to images or parts of images1.
Once meaning is provided to images, we can use conceptual knowledge in order
to reason about the content of an image, make inferences, and possibly revise
the classification once more information has been provided. As a matter of fact,
visual concepts share with social concepts the temporary nature (something is

1
In this paper we focus only on images as a starting point, but the approach is in

principle applicable to videos as well.
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classified as x at time t) [8], but, differently from social concepts, they do not

need an agreement by a community to be applied, as they depend primarily from

the visual system (classifier). When a visual concept is attributed to a certain

entity, we should interpret this attribution as “The entity x looks as a y at t”.
This also means that the visual classification may be revised through time and

through the application of different classifiers.
The fundamental principles of our modeling are the following: 1. Images are

physical objects; 2. Image understanding is the process of conferring meaning

to images; 3. Meaning is conferred to (a part of) an image by classifying it by

means of some concept.

Images are physical objects in a broad sense that includes for instance digital

images. This could be seen as a controversial point, but our choice to consider

them as physical objects is driven by the fact that we want to talk about physical

properties that can be attributed to images or their parts, like color, shape etc.

We are aware of the fact that images are processed at different levels during a

classification task performed with computer vision techniques and that physical

properties cannot be directly attributed at the intermediate levels of processing,

but we leave the treatment of such issues for future work.

An image has per se no meaning, that is, no semantic content. We view the

ascription of meaning as an action performed by an (artificial) agent who is

classifying the image according to some relevant categories. This act of classifi-

cation of an image is what we are interested in capturing by formalizing. In order

to do that, we shall introduce some basic elements of the foundational ontology

dolce [7], which provide a rich theory of concepts and of the act of classification.

dolce is a foundational ontology and the choice of leveraging on it is also due

to the fact that, given the generality of its classes, it is maximally interoperable,

so applicable to different domains once its categories are specialized and tailored

to such domains. Moreover, differently from most of the other foundational on-

tologies, it does not rely on strongly realistic assumptions. On the contrary, the

aim of dolce is that of capturing the perspective of a cognitive agent and is

thus, in our opinion, more naturally adaptable to represent the “looks-talk” of

a visual ontology.

2.1 The top level reference ontology: dolce

We start by recalling the basic primitives of the foundational ontology dolce [7].

The reason why we focus on dolce is that it is a quite complex ontology that

is capable of interfacing heterogeneous types of knowledge. In particular, the

theory of concepts that is included in dolce is fundamental for our approach.

We focus on the dolce-core, the ground ontology, [1]. The ontology partitions

the objects of discourse, labelled particulars pt, into the following six basic cat-

egories: objects o, events e, individual qualities q, regions r, concepts c, and
arbitrary sums as. The six categories are to be considered as rigid, i.e. a par-

ticular does not change category through time. For example, an object cannot

become at a certain point an event. Objects represent particulars that are mainly

located in space, as for instance this table, that chair, this picture of a chair. An
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individual quality is an entity that we can perceive and measure that inheres to
a particular (e.g. the color, the temperature, the length of a particular object).
The relationship between the individual quality and its (unique) bearer is the
inherence: I(x, y) “the individual quality x inheres to the entity y”. The category
q is partitioned into several quality kinds qi, for example, color, weight, tem-
perature, the number of which may depend on the domain of application. Each
individual quality is associated to (one or more) quality space Si,j that provides
a measure for the given quality2. Quality kinds can also be multi-dimensional,
i.e. they can be composed by other, more specific quality kinds: e.g. the color
of an object may be associated to color quality kinds with their relevant spaces,
such as hue, saturation, brightness. The category of regions R includes subcate-
gories for spatial locations and a single region for time. As already anticipated,
dolce includes the category of concepts, which is crucial here. Concepts are in
dolce reifications of properties: this allows for viewing concepts as entities of
the domain and to specify their attributes [8]. In particular, concepts are used
when the intensional aspects of a predication are salient for the modeling pur-
poses, when for instance we are interested in predicating about the properties of
a certain entity that this acquires in virtue of the fact of being classified with a
certain concept. The relationship between a concept and the object that instan-
tiates it is called classification in dolce: CF(x, y, t) “x is classified by y at time
t”. In what follows, we view qualities as concepts that classify particulars (e.g.
being red, being colored, being round), thus as qualities that may be applied to
different objects.

In dolce-core, we can understand predication in three senses: as exten-
sional classes, by means of properties, as tropes, by means of individual qualities,
or as intensional classifications by means of concepts. We shall deploy concepts
in order to formalize the relationship between an image and its content. The
choice is motivated by the intuition that the content of images is dependent
much more on its relation with intensional aspects of the classification, like the
classifier used to ascribe such content, than on its mere extensional instances.
As already anticipated, we assume that images are physical objects, that is, we
view an image as its mere physical substratum. The reason is that here we are
interested in classifying physical qualities, such as color, shape, dimension and
we want to interpret the act of conferring these qualities to an image as an act
of classification of the image under these concepts.

3 Conferring content to images

In order to integrate the information coming from computer vision with infor-
mation expressed in symbolic (or logical) terms, we approach the problem of
conferring a meaning to an image. This problem is also known as the semantic
gap problem in the computer vision literature [13]. We aim at a clear and coher-
ent formalization of the process of conferring meaning to an image, which can
be specialized to apply to concrete instantiations of computer vision algorithms.

2
Quality spaces are related to the famous treatment of concepts in [3].
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Fig. 1. Excerpt of dolce

We introduce the treatment in a discursive way, then at the end of this section,

we will sum up the technicalities of our approach.

3.1 Visual concepts

We start by assuming a number of visual concepts ViC = {c1, . . . , cn}, cf. Figure
2.1. They classify (parts of) images and express properties of objects that are

visible in a broad sense. They may include qualities such as color, length, shape,

but also concepts classifying objects, e.g. “a square”, “ a table”, “a chair”. As

previously stated, we distinguish, among concepts, visual concepts as those con-

cepts that classify representations of objects. Other kinds of concepts, instead,

directly classify real objects as chairs. In other terms, we could say that the

application of visual concepts to objects could be read as: “x looks like a chair”

instead of “x is a chair”. The point is to distinguish objects and visual repre-

sentations of objects. The reason is that in developing an integrated approach

to image understanding, we want to distinguish properties of an object that are

transferrable to its representation and properties that are not. Moreover, there

are qualities that we can ascribe by means of vision (e.g. color) and qualities that

we can only ascribe through other types of knowledge (e.g. weight, or marital

status).

a1 IMG(x) → PO(x)
a2 IMG(x) → APOS(x) ∨ POS(x)
d1 hasContent(x, y, t) ≡def ∃x�P(x�, x) ∧ CF (x�, y, t)

Axiom (a1) states that images are physical objects. Axiom (a2) states that

images are to be split in atomic positions APOS and general positions POS:
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atomic positions are the minimal parts of the image to which we can ascribe
meaning, whereas POS contains the mereological sums of atomic positions plus
the maximal part of the image, i.e. the full image itself. These constraints on the
category of images can be made precise by means of a few axioms, and we omit
the details for lack of space. The meaning of definition (d1) is that an image
(i.e. a physical object) has content y if there is a part of the image that can
be classified by the concept y at time t. The parts of an image are contained
in the categories APOS and POS. For example, suppose that there are two
parts x� and x�� of an image x such that x� gets classified as a cat, by means
of the visual concept c, and x�� gets classified as a dog, by means of the visual
concept d. We can conclude that image x has as a content both a cat and a
dog. Definition (d1) uses the notion of part which in general is accounted for
by the mereology of dolce-core [1]. For concrete applications, the notion of
part has to be instantiated by means of a suitable segmentation of an image
provided by computer vision techniques that single out the parts of the image
(boxes, patches, etc.) that are relevant for a classification task. We shall discuss
this point in more details in the next sections.

The crucial part in order to interface computer vision techniques and sym-
bolic reasoning can be now expressed in the following terms: under which con-
ditions can we assume that CF(x, y, t), where x is (part of) an image and y is a
visual concept, hold?

3.2 Basic and defined concepts

We approach this question by separating two types of visual concepts: basic
concepts and defined concepts. The intuitive distinction between the two is the
following: y is a basic concept iff CF(x, y, t) is true because of a computer vision
algorithm for classifying y-things that we run on x at time t; by contrast, y
is a defined concept iff there is a definition (i.e. an if-and-only-if statement) of
CF(x, y, t) by means of other formulas in the visual theory.
The distinction between the two types of concepts is not absolute and it often
depends on the choice of the language that we introduce in order to talk about
images, on the classification tasks, on the available classification algorithms. For
instance, “chair” is viewed as a basic property in case we associate it directly
to a classifier of chairs. It can also be viewed as a defined concept, provided we
define it, for instance, by writing a formula that says that something is classified
as a chair iff it has four legs. In the latter case, strictly speaking, there is no
classifier for chairs, just the one for classifying legs, and the classification of an
image as a chair is obtained as a form of reasoning, i.e. it is inferred3. Therefore,
we assume that the category of visual concept is partitioned into two sets: basic
concepts B = {b1, . . . , bm} and defined concepts D = {d1, . . . , dl}.

Moreover, we assume that basic concepts have to classify atomic positions:

3
Given what just stated, the choice of which concepts should be considered basic

may sound too arbitrary. Nonetheless, this choice is as arbitrary as any choice of the

primitives of whatever ontology. In our case, we can at least appeal to a pragmatic

justification.
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a3 CF(x, b, t) → Apos(x)

When introducing concepts such as d and c, we also intend to introduce the
relevant constrains on the possible classifications. For instance, we want to force
the fact that something that looks like a dog does not look like a cat. We label
these constraints incompatibility constraints. As we have seen, an image may in
principle contain the representation of a dog and of a cat in different areas. For
this reason, the meaning of incompatibility constraints has to be expressed by
stating that there is at least one part of the image that cannot be classified under
two incompatible concepts, e.g. both as a cat and as a dog.

In general, we write incompatibility constraints on visual concepts as follows:

a4 ∃zP (z, x)(CF(z, y, t) → ¬CF(z, y�, t))

For practical purposes, one can select which parts of the image cannot be
classified under incompatible concepts. For instance, in case one knows the possi-
ble dimensions of the image that are relevant for separating two visual concepts.
Suppose that we label by means of a constant p the part of the image where
we impose the constraint: CF(p, d, t) → ¬CF(p, c, t). The time parameter of the
classification relations CF allows for possible reclassifications of images by differ-
ent concepts, thus it may express the process of running different algorithms at
different times. For instance, in case p is classified as a dog at time t CF(p, d, t)
and as a cat at time t� CF(p, c, t�), this may be caused for instance by two differ-
ent algorithms that do not agree on the classification of p4. The incompatibility
constraints exclude that at the same time a certain part of the image can be
classified under incompatible concepts. In case we want to keep track of the in-
formation about which algorithm is responsible for which classification, we may
add an explicit further parameter to the CF relation and assume a set of symbols
that are labels for computer vision algorithms, e.g. CF(x, y, t, a).

Moreover, we shall assume that ViC contains general n-ary concepts. The
reason is that we want to interpret the classification of two parts of an image as
related by means of an act of classification as well. For instance, in case we want
to interpret the relation between two parts of an image, say x� and x��, in terms
of the relation of being above, this is an act of classification that can be expressed
by a formula CF(x�, x��, y, t) where the classification takes two arguments x� and
x��. In general, we write CF(x̄, y, t) to state that the n-tuple of parts of image
x̄ = x1, . . . , xn is classified by the n-ary concept y.

3.3 Visual theory

We present two definitions that formalize our approach. We introduce the follow-
ing language based on first-order logic in order to talk about images. We label
it visual language. The language includes the relevant predicates and the con-
stants of dolce-core, plus the visual concepts. The category of visual concepts

4 This point may also suggest a treatment of movement in time: in p there was a dog
at time t and there is a cat at time t�. We leave this suggestion for future work, since
we are focusing on images and not on videos.
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shall be split into two classes, basic and defined concepts. We assume that ViC
contains general n-ary concepts. Moreover, we assume two sets of individual con-

stants APos = {pa1 , . . . , pam} for atomic positions and Pos = {p1, . . . , pn, pt}
for complex positions. Both sets are labels for parts of images so they are ele-

ments of IMG5. As we shall see, the constants for atomic positions should be

enough to guarantee that we have the necessary number of constants to label the

relevant positions. Moreover, Pos contains the mereological sums of any atomic

position, and we assume that pt is the largest region (that is the full image).

Definition 1 (Visual language). VL is a fragment of the language of first-

order logic whose alphabet is the one of FOL plus the language of dolce-core,
plus a given set of constants ViC for n-ary visual concepts and two sets of

constants APos = {pa1 , . . . , pam} and Pos = {p1, . . . , pn, pt} for positions in

the image.

The set ViC is partitioned into two sets B and D:

– basic concepts B = {b1, . . . , bm}
– defined concepts D = {d1, . . . , dl}

Once we have the visual language, the information concerning the possible

meanings that we may associate to images are specified by defining a visual

theory. The visual theory contains the axioms of dolce-core, a set CT , that is
a set of formulas that express general semantic constraints on visual concepts

(e.g. dogs are animals), a set of incompatibility constraints IT , and a set of

definitions that relate basic concepts to defined concepts. The set of definitions,

denoted by DT , has to satisfy the following constraint. We want that every

defined visual concept may be reducible to a (boolean) combination of basic

concepts. A definition of a concept y ∈ D is a statement of the form CF(x̄, y, t) ↔
ψ, where ψ is a formula of VL. We say that the concept c1 directly uses the

concept c2 if c2 appears on the right hand side of a definition of c1. The relation
use is the transitive closure of directly use.

Def For every y ∈ D, there exists a definition ψ ∈ DT such that every concept

in ψ uses only basic concepts in B

Thus the visual theory is defined as follows:

Definition 2 (Visual theory). VT is a set of first-order logic statements that

includes the axioms of dolce-core and three sets of formulas: Semantic Con-

straints CT , Definitions DT and Incompatibility Constraints IT such that:

– DT satisfies the constraint Def;

– a formula is in IT iff it is of the form ∃zP (z, x)(CF(z, y, t) → ¬CF(z, y�, t))
or (CF(p, y, t) → ¬CF(p, y�, t)), where p ∈ APos ∪ Pos is a constant of VL.

5
We are identifying the positions in an image with parts of the image, so the parts of

the image are also members of the category IMG.
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The intended interpretations of VT are given by constraining the possible
models. We assume that for each basic concept b ∈ B, there is a computer vision
algorithm that classifies b-regions of the image: if z is a region of the image,
θb(z) = 1 if x is classified as a b, 0 otherwise. The domain of VT has to include
individuals for all the relevant regions in the image. We have then to relate the
regions of the image with the constants for positions of our visual language. The
constants for atomic positions pai in the visual language are then interpreted
in regions of the image. The number of relevant regions in the image depends
on the algorithm corresponding to the basic visual concepts, as we shall see in
Section 4.1. Since in any case the set of regions extracted by means of computer
vision is finite, we can ensure to associate to each region a constant in APos.
Let {a1, . . . , an} be the set of regions of an image, and I the interpretation of
the constants of VL, we force I(pai) = ai to be surjective, that is, every region is
interpreted by a constant pai . The question whether every other position in Pos
should correspond to a region is more delicate. For instance, we have assumed
that Pos is closed under mereological sum of positions. In general, we do not
need to assume to be able to identify the region of image that corresponds to
the mereological sum of positions. If we intend to do so, we can introduce the
union of the regions. In what follows, the complex positions are inferred to exist
from the basic ones, therefore they may be interpreted in abstract individuals of
the domain instead of being associated to concrete regions of an image obtained
by means of computer vision techniques.

We can force the following constraint on the models of VT . Denote by px a
variable that ranges over regions of images, we force that every atomic position
is classified by a basic concept b iff the corresponding algorithm classifies the
corresponding region accordingly.

C1 M |= CF(x, b, t) iff θb(px) = 1

4 Application: a visual theory for geometric shapes

This example is intended to model a folk geometry of figures rather than the
mathematical theory of polygons. We assume concepts such as being a quadrilat-
eral, being an edge, being an angle. Moreover, we assume relational concepts such
as Touch that is intended to express that two edges are touching in one of their
extreme points. For a better readability, we write concepts in their predicative
form: instead of writing CF(x, concept, t), we write it by concept(x, t).

The basic concepts are: B = {Edge(x, t), Angle(x, t), Touch(x, y, t)}. Since
those are basic concepts, in order to check whether an image can be classified
as an edge, we need to run a computer vision algorithm on the (part of) image
x. By contrast, the other concepts are defined. For instance, polygons are here
assumed to be just quadrilateral or trilateral. The set of semantic constraints
CT is:

S1 EdgeOf(x, y, t) → Edge(x, t) ∧ Polygon(y, t)
S2 AngleOf(x, y) → Angle(x, t) ∧ Polygon(y, t)
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S3 Touch(x,y,t) → Edge(x, t) ∧ Edge(y, t)

Defined concepts and the set of definitions DT are the following. Recall that

∃n is the shortcut for “there exist exactly n”. The set of definitions is then DT :

D1 EdgeOf(x, y, t) ↔ P (x, y) ∧ Edge(x, t)
D2 AngleOf(x, y, t) ↔ P (x, y) ∧ Angle(x, t)
D3 PartOfFigure(x, y, t) ↔ EdgeOf(x,y,t) ∨ AngleOf(x,y,t)

D4 Polygon(x, t) ↔ Quadrilateral(x, t) ∨ Trilateral(x, t)
D4 Connected(x, y, t) ↔ ∃z(Edge(z, t) ∧ Touch(x, z, t) ∧ Touch(z, y, t))
D5 Trilateral(x, t) ↔ ∃3yEdgeOf(y, x, t)∧∀vw, EdgeOf(v, x, t)∧EdgeOf(w, x, t) →

Connected(v, w, t)
D6 Quadrilateral(x, t) ↔ ∃4yEdgeOf(y, x, t)∧∀vw, EdgeOf(v, x, t)∧EdgeOf(w, x, t) →

Connected(v, w, t)

Note that a number of incompatibility constraints can be inferred from the

definitions in this case, e.g. ∃xTrilateral(x, t) → ¬Quadrilateral(x, t).

4.1 Verification of basic concepts by computer vision algorithms

The idea of the integrated system that we are developing mixes the computer

vision layer and ontology-driven reasoning by using a two-fold approach. In the

first step, diverse computer vision techniques serve to individuate and extract

a set of interesting basic pattern regions in images that manifest patterns la-

belled as {a1, . . . , an}; in particular, we individuate straight edges and angles
patterns, and we check whether these patterns share some geometrical relations,

e.g. whether they are touching each other. We design then a set of elementary

logic functions which serve to formally inject the patterns into the ontology

reasoning. These functions correspond to basic concepts Edge(x, t), Angle(x, t),
and Touch(x, y, t). In the second step, the logic reasoning starts and individuates

polygons in the image.

We briefly explain the techniques employed to individuate the straight edges
and angles (thus creating the patterns {a1, . . . , an}), together with the functions

corresponding to Edge(x, t), Angle(x, t) and Touch(x, y, t). These are very stan-

dard techniques for the computer vision community and can be found in any

image processing programming tool (in specific, we used MATLAB
6
).

Straight edges: The extraction of the edges (straight lines in the image) fol-

lows a two/step procedure: Sobel filtering followed by Hough transform. Sobel

filtering [6] has been applied on the whole image; it basically consists in compar-

ing adjacent pixels in a local neighborhood (a 3×3 patch) looking for substantial

differences in the gray levels: in facts, an edge is assumed as a local and compact

discontinuity which holds at least for three 8-connected pixels in the chromatic

signals, and the Sobel filter enhances and highlights such discontinuities. In par-

ticular, the output of the filter is a binary mask, where the pixels labelled as 1

are edges, 0 otherwise. In addition, for the design of the filter, it is also possible

6
See http://goo.gl/MjA48F.
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to infer the orientation (in degrees) of the edge. The Hough transform [5] takes

the binary mask produced by the Hough transform and looks for longer edges,

whose minimum length can be given as input parameter. A detailed explanation

of the algorithm is out of the scope for this work: in simple words, it is a voting

approach where each edge pixel (and its orientation) votes for a straight line of

a particular orientation and offset w.r.t the horizontal axis in the image space.

The output of the algorithm is a set of coordinates indicating the x-y coordinates

in the image space of the extrema of each edge, and each set for convenience is

labelled as {a1, . . . , aj}.
Edge(x, t) corresponds then to a function θEdge(x) that takes a pattern of

interest ai ∈ {a1, . . . , an} and gives 1 if the pattern is an edge (which is known

by construction), 0 otherwise.

Touch(x, y, t): Two edges are defined as touching each other if the closest

distance between them occurs between two extrema of the two edges. In order

to deal with the noise in the image and in the process of extracting the edges

(that is, two edges which perceptually are touching in the image could be iden-

tified as separated by one or two pixels after the edge extraction) the extrema

points are considered as touching even if they are close by few pixels, where this

confidence can be quantized using a threshold. We can label the function that

checks whether two edges are touching by θTouch.
Angles : an angle is defined as the zone in which two edges are touching.

For this reason, we decide to capture this visual information as a small squared

patch, individuated by the set of coordinates of its corners in the image set, and

each set is labelled for convenience as {aj + 1, . . . , an}.
Angle(x, t) corresponds then to a function θangle that takes a pattern of

interest ai ∈ {a1, . . . , an} and gives 1 if the pattern is an angle (which is known

by construction), 0 otherwise.

The computer vision algorithms correspond to the verification of the basic

concepts of VT via the constraints C1. For instance, if θangle(aj) = 1, then we

force in our model M, M |= angle(paj , t), where paj is an individual constant

in VL that corresponds to the region aj .

4.2 An example of classification by reasoning

We have seen that the classification of an angle is a matter of running a certain

computer vision algorithm, that is, angle(paj , t) holds because of what we view

as an act of perception. By contrast, in order to classify a quadrilateral, we need,

in our example, to perform reasoning. quadrilateral is a defined concept, so

in order to check whether a part of image y can be classified as a quadrilateral

we use the definition of the concept, cf. D6. Thus, we need to check whether

there are four parts of y that can be classified as edges of y (cf definition of

EdgeOf, D1) that are moreover connected. Then, we need to use the definition

of connected, cf D4. At this point, the definition of quadrilateral is reduced to a

combination of basic concepts that can be checked by means of the corresponding

computer vision algorithms. If the boolean combination of the outputs of the
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computer vision algorithms – that is encoded by the definition of the concept

quadrilateral – returns “true”, then the part of image y is classified as a

quadrilateral. Therefore, we can say that in this framework we can infer the

presence of quadrilaterals instead of perceiving it.

5 Concluding remarks and open problems

We have provided a number of important elements for developing an integrated

system for visual classification that uses both computer vision algorithms and the

inferential capability of an ontological framework. We have placed our approach

within the foundational ontology dolce in order to provide a clear explanation

and a formalization of the process of conferring meaning to images, by means of

the notion of classification under a visual concept. We have presented an appar-

ently simple instantiation of our model to a simple ontology of polygons. The task

of recognizing polygons seems straightforward for computer vision systems, but

indeed it is not. Actually, most of the statistical pattern recognition classifiers’

works are following the standard training/testing pipeline; in the training stage,

a pool of labelled data is given to the classifier to individuate in the feature space

a subspace which contains elements of a single class. In this scenario, the choice

of the features is crucial: in practice, they should encode discriminant visual as-

pects of the objects to be recognized. This choice is very hard, and as a matter

of fact, most of the standard computer vision approaches focus on distinguishing

objects that are strongly different (car vs. motorbikes etc.) in which the visual

cues are representative of visually dissimilar aspects of the objects (silhouette,

color etc.). In our case, the task of individuating polygons with different numbers

of vertices is not easy for computer vision, since usual cues neither perform any

kind of counting, nor include any of the semantic relationships among vertices

we were able to account for. A possible future step will be that of comparing

our strategy with standard computer vision classification techniques, showing

the importance of a mixed ontology/computer vision mechanism.

The robustness of our strategy strongly depends on the ability of the com-

puter vision of recognizing elementary cues (such as the vertices in our example),

since all the remaining is performed by a reasoning engine. As a matter of fact,

the computer vision literature offers very robust strategies for extracting these

kinds of features, while it is much weaker when it moves to higher level reasoning

scenarios (in other words, it is more reliable in detecting that there are a set of

pixels that move in the image, than in recognizing that those pixels individuate

a car). For this reason we expect our idea to be of great impact for the computer

vision community.

Another important direction for future work includes possible implementa-

tions of the present approach. It is easy to rephrase our treatment within a

tractable fragment of first-order logic in order to ensure decidability of reason-

ing. For instance, it is possible to adapt our treatment in OWL, in order to

achieve an implementation of a visual theory in Protégé. Unfortunately, this re-

quires a number of restrictions on the formulas that we have used. Although this
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direction is certainly of practical interest, we have preferred to present the treat-
ment within a larger fragment of first order logic. The reason is that by focusing
on a restricted fragment, we loose a significant part of the foundational ontology
that is capable of providing a formalization of the mechanisms for approaching
the semantic gap. We have instead chosen to use a powerful language to provide
an expressive conceptualization of the interface between computer vision and
symbolic reasoning, in order to present a clear formulation of the problem of the
semantic gap.

Acknowledgments: This work is supported by the VisCoSo project grant, fi-
nanced by the Autonomous Province of Trento through the “Team 2011” funding
programme.
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Abstract. I argue that efforts to integrate symbolic and sub-symbolic

accounts of cognition (so-called neuro-cognitive integration) cannot ig-

nore that human cognition is grounded, situated, and embodied in very

specific ways. However, embodied theories of cognition remain divided.

A particularly salient division is that between computationalist and non-

representationalist streams.

Here, I explore how neuro-symbolic integration may proceed in both

streams. From a computationalist point of view, both the symbolic de-

scription at the cognitive level and the neural computations are nonethe-

less constrained, and shaped, by the embodied experience. For the non-

representationalist, rejecting a representational account of cognition does

not imply rejecting a computational description of cognitive mechanisms,

but the symbolic account must be cast at the right descriptive level. In

either case, a successful neuro-cognitive integration is thus not about

the mechanics of implementing a symbolic system in a sub-symbolic one,

nor about positing that they address different levels of description, but

about casting the symbolic account at a descriptive level that facilitates

the creation of adequate cognitive mechanisms by the subsymbolic sub-

strate.

1 Introduction

The present paper is concerned with the quest for a unification of neural accounts
of computation with symbolic accounts of cognition (so-called neuro-cognitive
integration). Such efforts have been ongoing for many years [16], although early
accounts in particular have not been very convincing. Barsalou, for instance,
wrote in 1999 [2]:

Early connectionist formulations implemented classic predicated calcu-
lus functions by superimposing vectors for symbolic elements in predi-
cate calculus expressions (e.g. [22, 24, 34]). The psychological validity of
these particular approaches, however, has never been compelling, strik-
ing many as arbitrary technical attempts to introduce predicate calculus
into connectionist nets.



Here, I would therefore like to explore the implications of current efforts in

cognitive science for neuro-cognitive integration. These efforts include embod-

ied theories of cognition, which maintain that cognition cannot be reduced to

purely amodal symbol manipulation and that it is instead fundamentally shaped,

and constrained, by the cognitive agent’s body and situatedness. As such, the

discussion here is different from the more typical considerations that argue for in-

tegration in the sense that symbolic and subsymbolic levels of description should

co-exist at different levels of a cognitive spectrum [16]. Rather, the purpose of

this paper is essentially twofold: (1) to argue that insights from embodied cog-

nitive science (whether one adheres to representatioanlist accounts or not) lead

to important constraints on the shape of both symbolic descriptions of cognition

and neural computations; and (2) to explore in more detail how neuro-cognitive

integration might proceed depending on whether one adheres to representation-

alist or non-representationalist views of cognition, arguing in particular that an

anti-representationalist take does not eliminate such efforts.

This paper is mainly concerned with human cognition, either as an object

of study in itself, or as a way of setting target performance goals for machine

intelligence. Neural models are also a popular method in pure machine learning

approaches, but this appears to me to be quite a distinct application scenario in

which it is less clear whether or not the intrinsic workings of human cognition

should be an inspiration. Indeed, given how intricately linked human cognition

and the human embodied experience appear to be, the extent to which such an

inspiration can be fruitful is another discussion [31].

The remainder of this paper briefly reviews the representational and non-

representational streams of embodied cognitive science (a much more thorough

and complete account can be found in [6]). It then explores how one would

aproach neuro-cognitive integration in each, showing in particular that in both

cases, the discussion is less about marrying an arbitrary symbolic account to a

neural one and more about how one formulates such accounts in the first place.

2 Two routes to embodied cognitive science

Embodied cognition is a notoriously contested term that can mean very different

things to different people [39, 40, 38, 36]. For the present purposes, it is useful to

follow Chemero [6] and distinguish between representationalist (or computation-

alist) and non-representationalist takes on embodied cognitive science. Specifi-

cally, Chemero argues that there are two routes that lead to an embodied view

of cognition: one follows as a natural continuation of American naturalism and

ecological psychology while the other one is a reaction to (and a break with)

purely symbolic accounts of cognition.

The latter is termed “mainstream” embodied cognitive science and remains

very much computationalist [6, 42], as evidenced by, for instance, work on the

symbol grounding problem [15, 30, 5, 33], or other attempts at grounding higher-

level cognitive processes in sensorimotor ones [32]. Chemero argues that this

computationalist approach is effectively a watered-down version of the non-



representational account (which he terms “radical” embodied cognition), and

that it remains a challenge for mainstream embodied cognitive to demonstrate

that borrowing ideas from American naturalism actually does anything tangible

to overcome the limitations of purely symbolic accounts of cognition.

In the next two sections, we will explore neuro-cognitive integration from

both perspectives. From a computationalist perspective, the motivation is that

the break with pure computationalism requires us to reconsider how we approach

symbolic accounts while from the non-representationalist perspective, the ques-

tion is at what level one would introduce a symbolic account if not in terms of

the actual cognitive mechanisms.

3 Taking the functionalist route

If we retain a computationalist view of cognition, the scene is already set for

neuro-cognitive integration since both pre-requisites (the computationalist ac-

count of cognition and the neural account of computation) already exist. The

point that remains to be made is simply how we should factor in insights from

embodied cognitive science. Here I will exemplify a possible approach using the

semantic pointer architecture (SPA), developed by Eliasmith and colleagues [11].

It is a suitable choice for the present argument because it is designed to integrate

symbolic and neural levels of description in cognitively interesting tasks [13], in

line with the thoughts of some, e.g. [16], that the subsymbolic descriptions should

reside on the lower levels of some cognitive continuum, and symbolic ones at the

higher levels.
1

3.1 The semantic pointer architecture

The semantic pointers that give SPA its name are defined as follows (section 3.1

in [11]):

Higher-level cognitive functions in biological systems are made possible

by semantic pointers. Semantic pointers are neural representations that

carry partial semantic content and are composable into the representa-

tional structures necessary to support complex cognition.

Semantic pointers can be described by vectors in a high-dimensional space

and are compressed representations of a fuller semantic content. The compres-

sion is lossy but reversible so that semantic pointers can both be manipulated

directly (shallow processing) or their detailed content accessed if need be (deep

processing).

An example of how the compression of the semantic content of a pointer for

an object works can be given using the hierarchical structure of the visual cor-

tex [14]: a high-dimensional retinal image (with as many dimensions as retinal

1 For a wider view, see also the recent discussion by Marcus and colleagues [18, 19],
on what they term “atoms” of neural computation, and approaches other than SPA
that go in this direction.



inputs) is successively compressed through the different layers of the hierar-
chy for object recognition (V1 → V2 → V4 → IT) into a successively lower-
dimensional representation. In this hierarchy, each level computes a statistical
model of the previous level. The highest level therefore contains a compressed
semantic pointer representing the object. This compression is reversible, so given
the semantic pointer, it is possible to access the additional content from which
the pointer was constructed in the first place. Thus, if needed, the semantic
pointer for a concept like “Robin” can be decompressed to find, say, the colour
of a robin’s wings.

In computational terms, as said, semantic pointers are represented by vectors.
Two semantic pointers can be bound together using circular convolution and
several semantic pointers can be added together to create a new pointer. To
give an example from [11], one could construct a semantic pointer for perceptual
features of a robin:

robinPercept = visual�robVis+auditory�robAud+tactile�robTact+. . .

where each element in bold represents a semantic pointer and the � symbol is
used to indicate circular convolution. A semantic pointer for robin could then
be constructed as, for example:

robin = perceptual� robinPercept+ isA�bird+ indicates� spring+ . . .

If needed, detailed properties making up this semantic pointer can be read
out again by multiplying robin with the approximate inverse of the desired
property:

robin · isA−1 ≈ noise+ bird+ noise ≈ bird

where we use the propertyA�B·A−1 = B and denote by noise all terms that do
not neatly simplify. Since all these operations happen in very high-dimensional
spaces (Eliasmith suggests 500 dimensions are sufficient for human-level cogni-
tion [11]), it can be ensured that noise vectors will be approximately orthogonal
to any semantic pointers and can thus be factored out. A clean-up memory can
be used to compare the resulting noisy vector of such a readout operation to
known vectors in order to determine the actual result of this operation. De-
tails of how such a system would work in a bio-realistic fashion have been given
previously [28].

The core point of interest here is that all aspects of the computations used
in SPA (including the approximate inverse required to extract properties from a
semantic pointer) are biologically plausible, both in terms of the computations
themselves and in terms of neural matter required to implement those [11].
Semantic pointers are therefore arguably biologically plausible representations
that addresses the grounding problem [15], providing, for instance, a framework
in which Barsalou’s perceptual symbol system [1] can be formally described.

Critically, neither the symbols SPA posits – i.e. the semantic pointers – nor
the computations it requires to create an account of biological cognition, are



arbitrarily chosen. The computations are constrained by a framework resulting

from an analysis of what computational operations neurons are good and imple-

menting (the neuro-engineering framework (NEF, see [12, 10, 27]). The symbols

meanwhile, as detailed above, are a compressed combination of perceptual fea-

tures that make up the concept they refer to.

As such, the specific embodied experience of a given concept by an agent, as

well as the agent’s biological properties, play a fundamental role in forming the

concept, and constraining the computations that can be done with it. Herein

lies the key for a more detailed discussion of how to approach neuro-symbolic

integration.

3.2 Embodied symbolic computation

At the neural level The immediate lesson to be learned from architectures

such as SPA is therefore that neuro-symbolic integration should not be seen as

the task of marrying a given symbolic account of cognition to a given account of

neural computation. Rather, the effort needs to be directed at first understanding

what computations are plausible (and which ones are not) given a certain neural

substrate. It is then not a matter of finding a way to implement any symbolic

account of choice using these computations, but rather of using the identified

computations to define what a reasonable symbolic description should look like.

In general, symbolic descriptions of cognition, some of which are clearly quite

successful, are often decoupled from – or, more accurately, not sufficiently cou-
pled to – the neural computations that are meant to implement them (e.g. the
Soar, ACT-R, LISA, or Neural Blackboard Architectures; see [11] for explicit

comparisons and [36] for a more general discussion of some of these architec-

tures). Artificial neural networks can, given that they are universal function ap-

proximators, implement pretty much any suitably designed formal system; but

if the aim is to retain at least some biological realism, then the formal system

and neural substrate cannot be considered separately. Rather, careful thought

needs to be given to what it is, precisely, that the (biological) neural substrate

can best support and facilitate. Consideration like these allow Eliasmith [11],

for instance, to question the neurological plausiblity of some symbolic accounts

because implementations of (a subset of) the computations necessary to satisfy

their assumptions would require an excessive amount of brain matter.

I have previously argued that the human brain has evolved specifically to

serve the human body under constraints imposed by both the body and biological

limitations [31] – to consider the neurobiological details in an account of cognition

is therefore already a form of embodied thinking: even Searle argued in 1980 that

a detailed consideration of neural details is no longer in line with the claim of

strong AI that cognitive computations can be separated from their biological

implementation [23]. Stapleton [25] also argues that the precise neural features

(and other interoceptive processes) are a fundamental aspect in a theory of

cognition (p. 150):

[...]many of the components of our physiology; affective information,

gasotransmitters, neuromodulators and neurotransmitters, hormones etc.



are not mere background conditions for cognitive processing but are as
constitutive* as the neural electrical processes are.

In short, considering the biological details of neurons, and how these con-
tribute to computations, is therefore already a way of thinking about cognition
in an embodied cognitive science paradigm, and SPA is one example of a step
in that direction.

A final point that we will return to later concerns Nengo [29], the tool used
to build NEF/SPA models: this tool describes the “cognitive” computations to
be carried out by the neural substrate in very computational terms – they are
effectively a Python script. What is actually computed by the neural model, is
however merely an approximation to the description in this script; it is not iden-
tical. This is again an effect of neural theory constraining the computations: the
Python script might stipulate the computation of 1 + 1 and the modeller might
expect the answer to be 2, but, depending on the implementation, saturation,
and other neural effects might cause the actual answer to fluctuate around 0.9.
In some sense at least, we can think of the Nengo script as a symbolic account
the describes how the cognitive level should ideally behave, as opposed to a lit-
eral statement of cognitive computations carried out. It is, for example, clear
that the neural populations in Nengo are not literally executing a Python script,
even though such a script was used to describe the computations.

At the body level Much of mainstream embodied cognitive science distin-
guishes itself from purely symbolic accounts of cognition by positing some non-
abstractable role for the body in cognition, in line with some ideas from ecolog-
ical psychology. Considerable attention has been devoted, for instance, to how
action goals and affordances are represented in such terms[32], and the recruit-
ment of motor areas in what is traditionally thought to be higher cognition –
e.g. language processing [8].

This type of research in embodied cognition is thus often concerned with
symbol grounding problems [15] and often uses robotic models [5, 30]. A limita-
tion of such models is that robotic bodies, even if described as “humanoid”, are
entirely different from human bodies [41], and cannot account for the full human
sensorimotor experience. If the aim is to study human cognition, and to do so
via a representationalist approach in which the computational elements are ap-
propriately grounded, then the resulting theory must be phrased so that it can
include all aspects of the human experience, such as proprioceptive, affective,
and interoceptive aspects [33, 26, 25]. Semantic pointers in SPA are an example
of how such a theory might be approached: they are not constrained by a priori
assumptions on a particular sensorimotor experience, so they appear amenable
to a theory of how, precisely, to take into account a “rich” [33] or “proper” [26]
embodiment.

There is still a lack of clear understanding of how proprioceptice, affective,
and interoceptive sensations, amongst others, contribute to cognition and/or the
grounding of representations [26, 33]. The precise nature of this is, however, cru-
cial to characterise computations at the cognitive level: in SPA, for instance,



the precise location of semantic pointers in their high-dimensional space is de-
termined by how they are constructed from a sensori-motor experience. Their
locations, in turn, affect computations that can be performed (such as similarity
measures or information gained from decompressing the pointer). The ground-
ing of semantic pointers, in SPA, is not just a way to provide “meaning” to the
pointer; it affects the computation itself.

This therefore leads to a similar point than before: the precise shape of the
symbolic account of cognition is determined by the precise embodied experience,
and this likely to a degree that we are currently unable to fully explore. As such,
the previous point that Nengo is descriptive of the desired cognitive mechanisms
remains pertinent: rather than imposing a given, arbitrarily chosen, symbolic
account of cognition, such an account is more usefully cast as descriptive of
processes that lead to the formation of the symbols used.

4 Taking the non/anti-functionalist route

4.1 Non-symbolic modelling of cognition

The anti-functionalist stance argues that there cannot be a purely symbolic
account of biological cognition. There are several flavours to such a stance; here
we consider two.

The first claims that it is not necessary to posit representations in a cogni-
tive model to obtain a “good” model [6, 7]. To support the first route, it can for
instance be shown that it is possible to create non-representational models of
what are normally claimed to be “representation-hungry” cognitive phenomena,
such as predicting the outcome of imagined actions [35]. Other examples include
robotic work: [20], for instance, describe robots which implement obstacle avoid-
ance. When their front sensors are damaged, however, their apparent behaviour
is that of cleaning the area in which they operate: small objects littered around
end up collected in a pile. There is no representation of the objects, piles, or the
concept of cleaning in the robots’ programming: the behaviour is rather an emer-
gent property of the obstacle avoidance and the robots’ embodiment (including
the inactive front sensor).

The second flavour, as famously illustrated by the Chinese room argument
[23], claims that formal symbolic systems can not possess aspects that are fun-
damental to cognition, such as an understanding of the manipulated symbols or
intentionality.

If one is to adhere to a non-computationalist position of embodied cognition
while aiming for neuro-cognitive integration, the implications of both stances
need to be considered. Here, we’ll start by considering the Chinese room ar-
gument: is it possible to build a “cognitive” machine while accepting Searle’s
points? As will become apparent, our reasoning naturally leads into considera-
tion of the first anti-representationalist flavour discussed above.

In general terms, this adds to an already substantial existing discussion in
the literature [42], and neither space nor scope permits an adequate treatment of



these here. A good summary can be found in [9]; for the present purposes, suffice
it to say that the considerations here are most in line with the counter-argument
commonly referred to as the “virtual minds reply”.

4.2 Simulating Searle

All known laws of physics can be simulated on a Turing machine. This insight
forms the starting point of a number of discussions, for instance, about free will
[17]2. As a thought experiment, that there is a thus a (hypothetical) Turing
machine3 that simulates our universe, including the philosopher John Searle,
who clearly has all attributes of biological cognition.

Although this machine would simulate genuine biological cognition in all its
detail, this would not be apparent in whatever physical reality the machine exists:
the understanding is confined to the physical reality simulated by the machine. It
has created a virtual mind (many, in fact), but this is of no consequence outside
the simulation, nor does their understanding directly pertain to the computations
carried out by the machine (in this sense, it differs from more common virtual
mind replies [9]).

Let us now suppose that the machine our simulation runs on is in fact a
robot. Let us also cut down a little on what is simulated: rather than simulating
the entire universe, we simulate a cognitive agent in an environment (we can turn
to enactive theories to understand what defines a self-contained cognitive agent
[21, 36]). It is worth reiterating that we are simulating the physical processes
that constitute this agent; not any cognitive abilities directly.

Next, let’s assume the machine includes the necessary elements for the sim-
ulated agent to interact with the reality that the robot exists in: movements of
the agent are translated into movements of the robot. The environment in which
the agent exists is constructed from the environment perceived by the robot.
The simulated world is now no longer independent of the world the machine ex-
ists in: The actions of the virtual agent do have repercussions in the real world,
and the real world does affect the agent through its embodied, grounded and
situated existence in the simulated world. By connecting this simulated world to
the one the machine exists in, we have a (theoretical) machine that instantiates
a program as a sufficient condition of understanding for acting in the world it
exists in. It respects the anti-functionalist position by not simulating a program
of a mind, but a program of an agent and an environment, yet it is a thinking

2 It also implies an effectiveness of formal languages such as mathematics in modelling
natural phenomena that is a much debated topic in itself, as discussed, for instance,
in Wigner’s seminal essay on the topic [37]

3 This in itself is not a very useful machine. To posit that one needs to simulate
the universe to achieve a simulation of understanding is not very helpful. It also
does not refute Searle’s criticism of strong AI: rather than decoupling the mind
of John Searle from the particular biological instantiation, we chose to simulate
absolutely everything that might possibly be involved in the causal roles that Searle
hypothesises biology plays in determining cognitive processes.



machine to the outside world, because the agent’s interactions with its environ-

ment are translated into real-world interactions: its cognitive abilities pertain to

the environment the machine exists in.

It would clearly not be realistic to ask that such a machine actually be

implemented. The upshot of this sketch is simply the following: while an anti-

functionalist position implies that we cannot fully characterise cognition in sym-

bolic terms, we could nonetheless create machine implementations of cognition

by simulating necessary and sufficient (abstractions of) physical properties. We

rejoin non-representationalist models of embodied cognition here: these models

too are not of cognition directly (since that would be representationalist), but of

systems that possess cognitive cognitive mechanisms – in other words, of cogni-

tive agents. The simulation sketched out here merely goes beyond those models

by calling for a much more complex model of such agents, including a physical re-

ality in which they can be situated. While radical models of embodied cognition

start from minimal models of cognition
4
to, at some point in the future, scale

up to fuller accounts, we have here considered the upper bound, and the task

is to scale down without loss of whatever it is that anti-functionalists consider

essential for biological cognition.

4.3 Neuro-cognitive integration in a non-representationalist
paradigm

The purpose of the exercise in the previous section was to get a grasp on what

might be required in machine implementations of interesting cognitive models:

there is more to it than what current minimal models of cognition achieve. How

do we formulate a possible strategy for neuro-cognitive integration under these

conditions? There is clearly no symbolic description at the cognitive level as

strictly assumed by such efforts. It does not follow, however, that we should

abandon symbolic descriptions of a cognitive system just because cognition can-

not be reduced to symbol manipulation. It is rather the system as a whole that

needs to be described. Again, the approach therefore becomes similar to what

radical models of embodied cognition currently do: although no representations

are assumed are part of the cognitive behaviour of interest, the actual behaviour

resulting from the model is still interpreted in conceptual terms: after all, to

state that a model is, for instance, the ability to predict the outcome of imag-

ined actions without using representations [35] still casts the description of the

behaviour in representational terms.

The challenge is therefore to find a description, in symbolic terms, that can

be used to generate the computational implementation of the desired proper-

ties at whatever level of detail turns out to be necessary. We have now reached

a similar insight to that derived from starting from a computationalist stance:

rather than seeking a symbolic description at the direct cognitive level, it might

be more fruitful to seek one that is suitable for describing desired cognitive

4 Chemero [6] notes that such mdoels can be quite compatible with neural modelling
approaches, as exemplified, for instance, by [3]



behaviours given the restrictions imposed by the biologically plausible compu-

tational implementation. The catch is that by taking a non-representationalist

stance, this task has become much harder: where we previously could assume

that this description was clearly related (albeit not identical) to the actual cog-

nitive computations, we are now left with the task of finding a language that

describes how to simulate a biological system, which is (necessarily) embodied

and situated in some reality, and possesses the cognitive abilities of interest.

5 Conclusions

Our starting point in this paper was that much of cognitive science has moved

beyond purely symbolic accounts of cognition: although there is considerable

disagreement on the details [38], there is agreement that the specific embodiment

(and situatedness [6]) are a constitutive, non-abstractable part of cognition.

The computationalist paradigm is, by definition, compatible with neuro-

cognitive integration. It simply follows from theories of embodied cognition that

neither the functionality of the neural substrate nor the symbolic description at

the cognitive level can be arbitrarily chosen; at a minimum, the symbolic de-

scription is fundamentally constrained by computations that can be carried out

by the neural substrate. This in itself is a form of embodied cognitive science and

a point that even explicit theories of embodied cognition do not always recog-

nise as fully as they perhaps should (see [25] for a similar point): it is misleading

to think of brain matter as some sort of universal computation device; every-

thing about it has been defined constrained by chemical, physical, and biological

properties, as well as the needs of the living being in which it resides; and while

this does not preclude machine implementations, it can also not be ignored [31].

Barsalou’s perceptual symbol system [1], for instance, merely considers how the

symbols might be grounded, but not how the resulting system relates to the

properties of the neural substrate.

More interestingly, it has also become apparent the the symbolic description

does not need to literally be of the cognitive level; it may also be descriptive of the

desired cognitive mechanisms. This is likely to be the more desirable approach,

since the upshot of our discussion here is that a useful symbolic account is

not arbitrary, and producing a detailed version thereof remains a significant

challenge for cognitive scientists. Nonetheless, in computationalist paradigms,

the relationship between the descriptive and what is assumed to be the actual

symbolic account is quite tight. Again, this is different of how neuro-cognitive

integration is normally approached: the symbolic account is often directly of the

cognitive level [16] and the research question is how to go from sub-symbolic to

symbolic [4].

When exploring the consequences a non-representationalist take might have,

we similarly found that an adequate symbolic account would be descriptive of

the cognitive mechanisms. The relation between the two is however less trivial,

and there is much to still be explored; here, we have merely identified models of

radical embodied cognitive science as a useful starting point, and a sufficient, but



impractical upper bound for the details of the computational implementations

in this spirit.

Whether one adheres to representational or non-representational paradigms,

it thus appears more fruitful to think of the symbolic description as a way to

specify what the neurocomputational model should do rather than the literal

cognitive computations carried out. That this follows from both considerations

is, at a minimum, strongly indicative that this is an interesting direction to

pursue further, and it is somewhat different from other efforts that take the

symbolic level to relate directly to the cognitive mechanisms [16, 4].

Of the two paradigms discussed here, the computational one may still be the

most appealing initially, none the least because there are existing efforts, such as

Nengo, that provide a very clear starting point for how to achieve just that. It is

also difficult to deny that it is more intuitive if the symbolic description is closely

related to the assumed actual mechanisms underpinning cognition. Existing non-

representational models remain quite minimal (which has been attacked, and

defended, numerous times [6]). The Searle simulator sketched out above is clearly

infeasible, but nonetheless serves to illustrate what these symbolic descriptions

need to encompass. If (or, as some might argue, when) the computationalist

approach runs out of steam, this may be the point to take up.
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Abstract. We simulate two examples of ambiguity resolution found in

human language processing in a neural blackboard architecture for sen-

tence representation and processing. The architecture also accounts for

a related garden path effect. The architecture represents and processes

sentences in terms of neuronal assemblies, related to the words and the

structure of the sentence. The assemblies are simulated as Wilson-Cowan

neuronal populations. During sentence processing predictions are gener-

ated in the architecture about the remaining structure of the sentence.

In the course of processing, the resulting sentence (structure) and word

representations in the architecture interact in a dynamical competition.

These interactions produce the language effects simulated here. The char-

acteristics of the architecture reveal how forms of higher level symbol-like

cognitive processing could be implemented in a neuronal manner.

Keywords: Ambiguity resolution; Garden path; Language; Neural black-

board architecture; Wilson-Cowan dynamics

1 Introduction

We simulate and discuss ambiguity resolution in sentence processing in our Neu-
ral Blackboard Architecture for compositional (sentential) representation [1].
The Neural Blackboard Architecture, or NBA for short, is capable of representing
and storing (multiple) arbitrary sentence structures, including novel sentences
and sentences with hierarchical structures. By means of dynamic competition in
the NBA, the architecture can answer questions about the relations expressed
in the stored sentences, even when multiple sentences are stored simultaneously,
and when specific words or names occur in different ’thematic’ roles in these
sentences [1]. Combined with a ’phonological neural blackboard’ it would also
be capable to represent and store sentences with novel (but phonologically reg-
ular) words or pseudowords [2,3]. Combined with a control network, the NBA
can also process novel sentences [4].
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Here, we will combine the ability of the NBA to process sentences using
dynamic competition within the NBA, to model two examples of ambiguity res-
olution found in human sentence processing. This will also allow us to discuss and
illustrate essential features of how the NBA (and neural blackboard architectures
in general) can represent and process complex symbolic forms of information in
neuronal terms. In this way, neural blackboard architectures can form a link be-
tween brain processing and higher-level forms of (human) cognition, which seem
to be dominated by forms of symbol-like processing. To underline this link, we
will also present ’event related potentials’ of the sentence processing derived in
the NBA.

This paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we discuss the ambiguity
resolutions we model and related effects. In section 3 we briefly present the
NBA, and we discus the way bindings are achieved in the architecture, the
characteristics of the architecture related to symbol-like processing, and the way
sentences are processed in the architecture. In section 4 we present and discuss
the simulations of ambiguity resolution.

2 Unproblematic ambiguities

Unproblematic ambiguities, or UPAs [5], are ambiguities that arise in the linguis-
tic structure of a sentence, but nevertheless do no cause difficulties in processing
the sentence. Lewis [5] reviews a set of 31 different UPAs presented in the lit-
erature. They are different in terms of the nature of the linguistic ambiguities
involved.

UPAs always come in pairs of sentences, in which the ambiguity is reflected
in the contrast between the two sentences involved. Here, we will simulate two
UPAs. As numbered in [5], they are:

UPA1-1. Bill knows John.
UPA1-2. Bill knows John likes fish.
and
UPA4-1. Without her we failed.
UPA4-2. Without her contributions we failed.
In UPA1 [6,7] there is a difference between John as direct object in UPA1-1

and John as subject of the complement clauseJohn likes fish in UPA1-2. In UPA4
[8] there is a difference between her as head of the preposition without her in
UPA4-1 and her as the possessive adjective in her contributions in UPA4-2.

The contrasts within the sentence-pairs should result in a processing difficulty
for the second sentence of the pair, because the words are presented (heard) in a
sequential order. In UPA1-2 the presentation of Bill knows John should result in
the structure of UPA1-1, resulting in a conflict when likes fish is presented. Sim-
ilarly, in UPA4-2 without her would produce the structure of UPA4-1, resulting
in a conflict when contributions is presented. Yet, these conflicts do not arise in
processing. Humans often even fail to notice them [5].

What is particularly interesting is the combination of UPAs with ambigu-
ities that do result in processing difficulties. Examples are garden path (GP)
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constructions such as The horse raced past the barn fell [9], in which a process-
ing difficulty arises becauseraced is interpreted as the verb of the main clause,
causing a conflict with fell. If all ambiguities would result in such processing
difficulties, this would indicate that human sentence processing derives from
single-path deterministic parsing [5]. But UPAs show that this is not the case.

Conversely, if all ambiguities would be unproblematic, this would indicate
that human sentence processing would result from a parallel process in which
multiple parsing options are developed, with the possibility of back tracking as
well. However, there are strong indications that human sentence processing is
an incremental process, producing parsing structures as fast as possible [9, 10],
as also indicated by the occurrence of GPs.

Indeed, there is a GP [8] that is closely related to UPA4. As numbered in [5],
it is:

GP6. Without her contributions failed to come in.
We will account for this GP in terms of the NBA as well.

3 Neural Blackboard architecture

Fig. 1 illustrates the representation of UPA1-1 in the NBA. The words are rep-
resented with ovals. They are assumed to be neuronal cell assemblies (or ’word
assemblies’), in line the assemblies as first discussed by Hebb [11]. In this way,
they can be extended over the brain (cortex), consisting of parts distributed over
different brain areas, depending on the nature (meaning) of the word. As such,
they constitute ’in situ’ representations, because they cannot (as a representa-
tion) be copied and transported to other locations [12]. In this way, they are also
grounded in perception and action [13].

To represent a sentence likeBill knows John the word assemblies are con-
nected to ’structure assemblies’ in the NBA. In particular, nouns are connected
to noun assemblies (N1 and N2 in Fig. 1), and verbs are connected to verb as-
semblies (V1 in Fig. 1). The noun and verb assemblies are connected to each
other or to other structure assemblies in the NBA, such as sentence assemblies
(S1 in Fig. 1). Structure assemblies consist of a main assembly (such as N1 or
N2) and a number of subassemblies (such as n or t in Fig. 1). The subassemblies
are used to bind main assemblies of different types in the NBA. For example
V1 and N2 are bound by their t (theme) subassemblies in Fig 1. Assemblies are
assumed to consist of groups (or populations) of neurons, instead of just single
neurons.

Connections between main assemblies (MAs) and subassemblies (SAs), and
between SAs, are illustrated with thick line connections in Fig. 1, to show that
they are not just associative (direct) connections between neural populations.
Instead, they consist of gating circuits. Fig. 1 illustrates a gating circuit between
N1 and its SA N1-n (in the direction of N1 to N1-n). In this circuit N1 activates
a population X. At the same time it activates an inhibitory population i, which
inhibits X. So, N1 cannot activate N1-n in this situation. But i can be inhibited
by a population di. This inhibition of inhibition (or dis-inhibition) opens the
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Fig. 1. NBA representation of Bill knows John. Ovals represent words. Circles represent

structure assemblies in the NBA. Main Assemblies (MAs): N = noun, S = sentence,

V = verb. Sub-Assemblies (SAs): n = noun, v = verb, t = theme (object). Red =

binding, grey = activity.

gate between N1 and N1-n, because now N1 activates X and X activates N1-n.
Similar gating circuits exist between all MAs and their SAs in both directions,
between all SAs of the same type, and between the word assemblies and their
corresponding MAs.

So, to open the gate the disinhibition population di needs to be activated. It
is assumed that this is done by an external control signal. In sentence processing
this results from a parsing network that responds to the word presented and the
current activation state of the NBA [4]. In the process of answering questions
(retrieving information) this results from the information given by the question
[1, 14]. The connections between SAs also consist of gating circuits. In this case,
the signal to open the gate results from a population that exhibits sustained
(or delay) activity. This activity is initiated during the parsing process, and it
represents the working memory (WM) in the NBA. So, when John is parsed as
the theme of knows in Fig. 1, the parsing process activates the WM population
between the SA V1-t and the SA N2-t. As long as this WM population is active,
activation can flow between these SAs. Hence it reflects the binding of these
SAs, which we represent as V1-t=t-N2 in the text. The binding between word
assemblies (e.g., John) and MAs (e.g., N2) proceeds in the same way. Binding
remains as long as the WM activity in the NBA is sustained [1].

In Fig. 1 the red connections represent bindings in memory. Grey ovals and
circles represent active assemblies. The bottom-right structure in Fig. 1 repre-
sents the situation in the NBA when Bill knows John is stored and the query Bill
knows? is posed. The query activates the word assemblies Bill and knows. They
are the same as the assemblies Bill and knows in the structure Bill knows John
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(because they are in situ [12]). This activates N1 and V1 in the NBA, because
they are bound to Bill and knows. The query also indicates that Bill is the sub-
ject of knows. This information can be used to open the gates between N1-S1-V1,
thereby activating the partial structure Bill knows in the NBA. The query also
asks for the theme of the verb. This information can be used to open the gate
between all Vi MAs and all Vi-t SAs. This will result in a flow of activation
between V1 and N2, resulting in the activation of the answer John.

3.1 Binding structure in the NBA

More information about the binding process in the NBA is illustrated in Fig. 2
(left), using the example of V1-t=t-N2 binding in Fig. 1. Each Vi-t is connected
to a (’vertical’) row of ’columns’ in a Connection Matrix (CM). Likewise, each
Nj-t is connected to a (’horizontal’) row of columns in the same CM. Each specific
binding in the NBA occurs in a specific CM in which the SAs of the same type
are connected to each other. A specific binding such as V1-t=t-N2 occurs in the
column of their CM where the rows of V1-t and N2-t meet.

Each column in a CM consists of a ’working memory’ (WM) population that
is activated by a gating circuit when its corresponding SAs (V1-t and N2-t in Fig.
2) are simultaneously active [1]. In turn, this WM population activates gating
circuits that allow activation to flow from V1-t to N2-t and from and N2-t to
V1-t. Thus, when V1-t is active it will also activate N2-t and vice versa. This is
what binding entails in the NBA.

N1-t

V1-t

= inhibition

V1-t

N2-t

S1-n

N2-n

inhibition

Fig. 2. Binding structure in the NBA. V = verb, N = noun, C, c = clause, t = theme.

To make binding selective, the active column in a CM inhibits all other
columns of the same SAs in the CM (thus all columns on the horizontal and
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vertical rows to which it belongs). This embodies the constraint that a specific
word (verb, noun) has a specific role in a sentence. For example, when N2 is
bound to V1 as its theme it cannot bind to another Vi as theme (although the
word John bound to N2 can bind to another verb as theme, by also binding to
another Nj). Furthermore, when N2 is bound to V1 as theme it cannot bind
to, say, S1 as subject. This constraint is implemented by an inhibition between
specific columns belonging to conflicting binding CMs, as illustrated in Fig. 2
(right). Both types of constraint satisfying inhibitions play an important role
in the NBA in ambiguity resolution (but also in the occurrence of garden path
sentences). Further details of the binding process and the process of answering
queries can be found in [1].

3.2 Characteristics of the NBA in representing symbolic forms of
information

Although we cannot discuss all details of the NBA here, there are a few features
we like to emphasize. The first one is the in situ nature of word representation.
This ensures that word representation is grounded [13], unlike arbitrary symbols
in a symbolic architecture. It also ensures that sentence memories are content
addressable, as illustrated in Fig. 1. By activating words and word phrases, the
corresponding parts in the NBA are activated as well. This, in turn, is crucial
for retrieving information from the NBA, without having to rely on a deliber-
ate ’central controller’ that ’decides’ to retrieve such information by launching
an unrestricted search process in its architecture (such a process will be unre-
stricted because no initial information of where to find the searched information
is available). In contrast, the content addressable nature of the NBA allows the
search for information to be controlled by the information given (e.g., by queries
or perceptions). But by generating random activity, the NBA could initiate a
more uninformed search process as well (but the lesson here is that it is not
bound to do this always, as in architectures where information is not content
addressable).

Secondly, even though word representations cannot be copied, they can be
represented at multiple sites in a sentence structure. For example, John knows
John can be represented in the NBA by binding John to both N1 and N2.
So, whenJohn is activated, it will then activate both N1 and N2. Nevertheless,
this will not result in a (potentially) unwanted activation of the whole sentence
structure, because the activation process is controlled by the gating circuits, here
in particular by the circuits from N1 to N1-n and from N2 to N2-t.

Thirdly, the temporal binding between words and the NBA can provide a
(temporal) representation of any sentence, including novel sentences not seen
before, and it can retrieve information from these sentences in the manner as
illustrated in Fig. 1. The reason for this is that the NBA offers a connection
structure that resembles a ’small world’ [15]. This small world-like connection
structure allows the binding of arbitrary word assemblies in a temporal con-
nection structure. This connection structure, in turn, is essential for producing
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behavior based on the sentence structure such as answering queries [3]. For ex-
ample, the query Bill knows? in Fig. 1 produces a flow of activation in the NBA
that links the grounded (in situ) word assemblies Bill and knows to that of John.
This flow of activation then results in the activation of John as the answer of
the query. This process can be seen as a model for the production of behavior in
the brain, based on some kind of initiating information (which could result from
perception, queries, or even internally generated random activity). Without a
flow of activation, the production of behavior, and thus the binding of arbitrary
forms of information (such as the word assemblies here), will not be possible in
a neural system [3].

3.3 Sentence processing in the NBA

We will illustrate sentence processing with the structure of UPA1-2 Bill knows
John likes fish, illustrated in Fig. 3 (left). We have simplified the representation,
compared to Fig. 1, by dropping the thick line connections, representing words
without ovals and using a single SA to represent the connection with correspond-
ing SAs of two connected MAs. But these structures (and those in [1]) are still
implied.

In [4] we modelled sentence processing by training a feedforward network to
recognize combinations of word information and ongoing activity in the NBA,
and to generate (additional) activity in the NBA as a response. Based on a set of
sentences, the network learned to control the processing of a substantial larger
set of sentences, provided they use similar word and phrase (clause) types as in
the learned sentences.

In terms of such a control network, the processing of Bill knows John likes
fish in Fig. 3 proceeds as follows. The first word is recognized as a noun and
binds to an arbitrary (but ’free’ [1]) noun assembly, labeled N1. The first word
also initiates the activation of S1, indicating that a sentence will be represented.
When S1 is activated, the SAs S1-n and S1-v are activated as an expectation
(prediction) that a subject and verb will bound to S1. So, at this stage we have
the activation of N1, S1, S1-n and S1-v.

When the active verb knows is presented it binds to V1. The combination of
Bill knows (noun, active verb), in combination with the activity of S1-n and S1-v,
is recognized as subject-verb of the main sentence. This results in the activation
of N1-n and V1-v, which bind to S1-n and S1-v respectively.

Furthermore, knows is a verb that can bind to either a theme or a complement
clause. This will result in the activation of the SAs V1-c (used for binding a
clause) and V1-t (used for binding a noun as theme). The activation of these
SAs is produced by control signals that activate the gates between verb MAs
and verb SAs verb-c and verb-t. These control signals are initiated by the control
network. They operate on all gating circuits between all verb MAs and all SAs
verb-c and verb-t. This general activation is a consequence of the fact that the
control network itself does not store sentence information. So, it does not ’know’
to which specific verb MA knows is bound. However, because V1 is the only
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Fig. 3. Left: Representation of Bill knows John likes fish in the NBA. Right: Repre-

sentation of Without her contributions we failed in the NBA. PP = preposition, Pr =

pronoun, ps = possession, pv = preposition-verb, pn = preposition-noun. Dashed lines

indicate inhibition (Fig. 2).

active verb MA, the control signals affect only the relation between the MA V1
and the SAs V1-c and V1-t.

The word John binds to N2. The combination of a noun and V1-c and V1-
t initiates the activations of N2-t (expecting the noun to be the theme of a
verb) and N2-n (expecting the noun to be subject of a complement clause). The
combination of V1-t and N2-t results in the binding V1-t=t-N2. In the case of
UPA1-1 Bill knows John this ends the processing of the sentence. Because of the
binding V1-t=t-N2 John will be the answer to the query Bill knows?.

In the case of UPA1-2 Bill knows John likes fish, the verb likes binds to V2.
The combination of V2 and the SAs V1-c and N2-c generates the activation
of the C1 clause MA and the activations of the SAs C1-c (needed to bind the
complement clause to the sentence), C1-n (needed to bind a noun as subject
of the complement clause) and C1-v (needed to bind a verb as the verb of the
complement clause). V2-v (likes) will bind to C1-v directly.

But for the bindings of C1-c to V1-c and C1-n to N1-n a conflict arises,
because V1 is already bound to N2 as its theme. Because V2 cannot bind to both
a theme and a complement clause, there is an inhibitory competition between
these bindings, in the manner of Fig. 2. The same occurs for the bindings of
N2 as the theme of knows and the subject of the clause. The competitions are
illustrated with the dashed lines in Fig. 3. Below, we will simulate how this
conflict can be resolved in the NBA. When it is resolved, the processing of the
rest of UPA1-2 is straightforward, because N3 (fish) will bind to V2 (likes) as
its theme.
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Fig. 3 (right) shows the structure of UPA4-2 Without her contributions failed
to come in. The first word without binds to a preposition MA PP1 and activates
the SA PP1-pv, which will regulate the binding of PP1 with a verb. PP1 also
activates the SAs PP1-pn (predicting a head of the preposition).The pronoun
her binds to Pr1 (pronoun MA) and activates the SAs Pr1-pn (as prediction
that her is the head of PP1) and Pr1-ps (as prediction that her is a possessive
adjective). There is a competition between these two SAs. The SA Pr1-pn binds
to one SA (binding column) of PP1-pn (because that is active also), which we
label as PP1-pn1. In UPA4-1, we failed will bind as subject and verb of the main
sentence, which ends the processing of the sentence. It is clear that her is bound
to without as head.

In UPA4-2, contributions binds to N1 and activates the SAs N2-ps and N2-
pn. The latter will bind with a SA (column) of PP1 labeled PP1-pn2. There
is a competition between the bindings of PP1-pn1 and PP1-pn2, as illustrated
in Fig. 2. The SA N2-ps will bind with Pr1-ps. The competitions between the
conflicting bindings will resolve the ambiguity (see below).

The example in Fig. 3 shows that sentence processing (parsing) in the NBA
is not just about recognizing syntactic regularities in a recognition network. In-
stead it is about building a representation of the sentence that can be used in
further behavior (e.g. answering queries). For this, the control network initiates
activations of MAs and SAs in the NBA, in response to the incoming words,
and as expectations of the rest of the sentence based on experience. In turn, the
activations in the NBA influence the control network. This interaction between
control and activation in the NBA reduces the burden on the control network
of having to store a history of sentence information. Instead, it can learn to
recognize contingencies of sentence information (given by the words presented)
and expectations (given by the activations in the NBA), and relate these con-
tingencies to further actions in the NBA [4]. Potential conflicts that arise in this
process can be resolved by a dynamic competition in the NBA or result in a
failure to process a sentence, as outlined below.

4 Simulation of the NBA

4.1 Dynamics

We model the populations in the NBA with Wilson Cowan population dynamics
[13], as illustrated in Fig 4.

Each population consist of groups of interacting excitatory (E) in inhibitory
(I) neurons. The behavior of the E and I groups are each modeled with an ODE
at population level. Both ODEs interact and they receive input from outside. Fig.
4 shows their behavior when they receive excitatory input and their maximum
activity is 100 spikes per second.

In our simulation, all MAs, all SAs and all the populations in the (gating)
circuits are modeled as W-C populations. The E and I neurons determine the role
of a population. Thus, if population A excites another population, the output
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is given by the E neurons in A. In contrast, if A inhibits other populations, the
output results from its I neurons.

E dE/dt  =  -E  +  f( E  -   I  +  V(t))

I dI/dt  =  -I  +  f( E  -   I  +  V(t))

f(x)  =  fmax  1  /  (1  +  e- (x  -  T))

V(t)  =  input

T  =  Threshold

E,  I

V

Population:
-  Combination  of  ecitatory  (E)  and  inhibitory  (I)  cells
-  External  input  (V)

Wilson  &  Cowan  (1972):

I

E

Fig. 4. Dynamics in the NBA, based on Wilson Cowan population dynamics [16].

A working memory (or delay) population consists of two interacting popu-
lations, say A and B. The output results from A. The role of B is to sustain
the activity by its interaction with A. We assume that B has a lower activation
maximum than other populations. This results in a reduced activity of a working
memory population when it relies on delay activity only (i.e., does not receive
input).

MAs of the same type inhibit each other [1]. For example, when a new N
MA is activated, it inhibits the previously active N MAs. SAs do not inhibit
each other. Instead, they can be inhibited when a binding between them is
achieved. In that case, the WM population in the binding column can activate a
gating circuit that inhibits the SAs to which it belongs. This prevents a grid-lock
situation in which a complex of SAs and their WM binding population activate
each other constantly. However, the gating circuit needs to be activated by a
control signal. We assume that during sentence processing this gate is activated
when a binding has been achieved, but it will not be inactive in the process of
answering queries. This form of control is one of the external control signals by
which processing in the NBA can be influenced [14]. Competition in the NBA
results from the interaction between binding columns as outlined in Fig. 2.

All populations operate with the same parameters, giving the behavior as
illustrated in Fig. 4. All weights are the same, with the exception of a 1.5 times
stronger weight with which a WM population inhibits its SAs, and a 0.75 weaker
weight between competing SA bindings. The behavior of the populations is sim-
ulated with a fourth order Runge Kutta numerical integration (with h = 0.1).
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Words are presented at 300ms intervals. It is assumed that they directly activate
their respective MAs.

4.2 Simulation of unproblematic ambiguities

Fig. 5 (left) presents the activations of the binding WM populations in the
respective CMs (Fig. 2) when the NBA processes UPA1-2. The first binding
that occurs is the binding of S1 and N1 with their n SAs, i.e., the binding S1-
n=n-N1 (red line, labeled S1nN1). The second binding is S1-v=v-V1 (blue line,
S1nvV1). These bindings are unproblematic, representing Bill knows as subject
and verb of the main sentence.

PP1pn2N1Pr1psN1
S1vV1PP1pn1Pr1

V1pPP1

S1n1Pr2

Without her contrib. failedwe

Time (ms)

S1nN1 S1vV1
V1tN2

Bill knows John !shlikes

N2nC1C1vV2 V2tN3

V1cC1

Time (ms)

Fig. 5. Left: Activation of binding populations in UAP1-2. Right: Activation of binding

populations in UAP4-2.

The third binding is that of John as theme of knows, given by V1-t=t-N2
(green line, V1tN2). This population is initially activated, indicating that John is
bound to knows as theme. But with the rest of the sentence, the activation of this
population declines, eliminating the binding. This occurs when likes introduces a
complement clause (C1). At this point the conflicting bindings illustrated in Fig.
3 (left) arise. The first binding activated after likes is C1-v=v-vV2 (blue dash,
C1vV2), reflecting that likes is the verb of the clause John likes fish. After that,
the bindings V1-c=c-C1 (black line V1cC1) and N2-n=n-C1 (red dash, N2nC1)
are activated and the binding V1-t=t-N2 (green line, V1tN2) is deactivated.
This indicates that the competition between the SAs illustrated in Fig. 3 results
in a binding of John likes fish as a complement clause to the verb knows, which
solves the ambiguity in UPA1-2. The final binding is that of fish as theme of
likes, given by V2-t=t-N3 (green dash, V2tN3).
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Fig. 5 (right) shows the binding activations in UPA4-2. The first one is
that of her as head of PP1, given by PP1-pn1=pn-Pr1 (red dash, PP1pn1Pr1).
When contributions is presented, the binding conflict illustrated in Fig. 3 arises.
It results in the deactivation of PP1-pn1=pn-Pr1 (red dash, PP1pn1Pr1) and
the activation of Pr1-ps=ps-N1 (green dash, Pr1psN1), indicating her as pos-
sessive of contributions, and PP1-pn2=pn-N1 (blue dash, PP1pn2N1), indicat-
ingcontributions as the head of PP1. This resolves the ambiguity of UPA4-2. The
activation of we failed results in the bindings S1-n=n-nPr2 (red line, S1nPr2),
representing we as the subject and S1-v=v-vV1 (blue line, S1vV1), represent-
ing failed as the verb of the sentence. The binding V1-pv=pv-PP1 (green line,
V1pvPP1) binds the preposition without her contributions to failed.

Fig. 6 (left) illustrates the bindings of Without his contributions we failed.
This sentence is similar to UPA4-2, except for his instead of her. We label this
sentence UPA4-2a. With this sentence, thus withhis instead of her, the ambiguity
of UPA4-2 (Fig. 3) does not arise because the contrast sentence Without his we
failed is not correct. So, there are no conflict bindings forhis. This is reflected in
the direct activation of all bindings in this sentence, without competition and
delay, as illustrated in Fig. 6 (left).

PP1pn1Pr1

PP1pn2N1

Pr1psN1

Without his contrib. failedwe

S1vV1
V1pvPP1

S1nPr2

Time (ms)

Without her/his contrib. failedwe

Time (ms)

her

his

Fig. 6. Left: Bindings in UPA4-2a. Right: Overall activation in the NBA with UPA4-2

(red) and UPA4-2a (blue). After 1500 ms a stop signal terminates activity in the NBA.

The difference between his and her can be seen in the overall activity of all
populations in the NBA when these sentences are processed (with about 250
populations for each sentence). Fig. 6 (right) presents the overall activity in the
NBA for both sentences (normalized to fall within the range of single population
activity). A distinctive pattern (’event related potential’) occurs after the words
his or her.
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UPA4-2 is also related to GP6: Without her contributions failed to come in.
The fact that this is a garden path sentence can be seen in the binding activities
of UPA4-2 in Fig. 7. Initially, her binds as head of PP1 (as it should in GP6). But
when contributions is presented, the binding conflicts result in the binding of her
as possessive of contributions and contributions as head of PP1. This solves the
ambiguity for UPA4-2, but it results in the wrong bindings for GP6. However,
the correct binding of her as head of PP1 cannot be restored at this point in the
process, resulting in the garden path processing of the sentence.

PP1pn1Pr1

PP1pn2N1
Pr1psN1

Without her contrib. failed

Time (ms)

S1vV1

V1pvPP1

Fig. 7. Activation of binding populations in Without her contributions failed (GP6).

5 Conclusions

We simulated ambiguity resolution in our Neural Blackboard Architecture of
sentence processing. The architecture can account for the unproblematic ambi-
guity examples we simulated by means of the dynamical competitions that arise
in the architecture during sentence processing. In the same way, it accounts for
a related garden path effect as well. We propose that GPs are fundamentally dif-
ferent from UPAs in this regard, and that our mechanism underlies the observed
difference in performance between these two categories. We aim to model other
examples of ambiguity resolution and garden path effects as well. This will also
help us to further develop this and other neuronal architectures for symbol-like
forms of higher level cognitive processing.
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